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5.5 Cell Re-selection in CELL_FACH

5.5.1 Introduction

When a Cell Re-selection process is triggered according to TS 25.331, the UE shall evaluate the cell re-
selection criteria specified in TS 25.304, based on radio measurements, and if a better cell is found that cell is
selected.

5.5.2 Requirements

The Cell reselection delays specified below are applicable when the RRC parameter Treselection is set to 0.
Otherwise the Cell reselection delay  is increased Treselection s.

The measurements CPICH Ec/Io and CPICH RSCP shall be used for cell reselection in Cell-FACH state to
another FDD cell, P-CCPCH RSCP shall be used for re-selection to a TDD cell and GSM carrier RSSI shall
be used for cell re-selection to a GSM cell. The accuracies of the measurements used for a cell-reselection in
an AWGN  environment shall comply with the requirements in chaptersection 9. The measurements used for
S-criteria and cell re-selection evaluation in CELL_FACH shall be performed according to section 8.4.

5.5.2.1 Cell re-selection delay

For  UTRA FDD the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which
will trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the the preambles
on the PRACH for sending RRC CELL UPDATE message to the UTRAN.

For UTRA TDD the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which
will trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the RRC CELL
UPDATE message to the UTRAN.

For GSM the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which will
trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the random access in the
target cell of the new RAT.

5.5.2.1.1 Intra frequency cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a cell in the same frequency shall be less than

RASIIUintra identify,intra ,nreselectio TT20 TTT ++++= ms

where

Tidentify_ intra is specified in 8.4.2.2.1.

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell..

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

If a cell has been detectable at least Tidentify,intra, the cell reselection delay in CELL_FACH state to a cell in the
same frequency shall be less than

RASIIUIntra t_PeriodMeasuremenintra ,nreselectio T T20TTT ++++=  ms

where

TMeasurement_Period Intra = Specified in 8.4.2.2.2.
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These requirements assume radio conditions to be sufficient, so reading of system information can be done
without errors.

5.5.2.1.2 Inter frequency cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a FDD cell on a different frequency shall be less than

RASIIUinter identify,inter n,reselectio TT20TTT ++++=  ms

.where

Tidentify, ,inter is specified in 8.4.2.3.1.

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell..

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

If a cell has been detectable at least Tidentify,inter, the cell reselection delay in CELL_FACH state to a FDD cell
on a different frequency shall be less than

RASIIUintert Measuremeninter ,nreselectio T T20TTT ++++= ms

where

TMeasurement_inter = Specified in 8.4.2.3.2.

These requirements assume radio conditions to be sufficient, so that reading of system information can be
done without errors.

5.5.2.1.3 FDD-TDD cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state in FDD to a TDD cell shall be less than

RASITDD identify,TDD n,reselectio TTTT ++=  ms

where

Tidentify, TDD is specified in 8.4.2.4.1.

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell.

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

This requirement assumes radio conditions to be sufficient, so that reading of system information can be done
without errors.

5.5.2.1.4 UTRAN-GSM Cell Reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a GSM cell shall be less than

RABCCHGSM t,measuremenGSM identify,GSM ,nreselectio T TT  TT +++=  ms

where

Tidentify, GSM is specified in 8.4.2.5.2.1
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TSI = The maximum repetition frequency of all relevant system information blocks that needs to be
received by the UE to camp on a cell.













⋅⋅= msTT
N

N
Max measmeas

RSSIcarrierGSM

carriers 480,*4,8T GSM t,measuremen

where:

Ncarriers is the number of GSM carriers in the Inter-RAT cell info list

NGSM carrier RSSI  is specified in 8.4.2.5.1.

5.5.2.2 Interruption time

The requirements on interruption time below is valid when the signal quality of the serving cell is good
enough to allow decoding of the FACH channel during the cell reselection.

5.5.2.2.1 FDD-FDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving
cell and the time the UE starts transmit the preambles on the PRACH for sending the RRC CELL UPDATE
message in the target cell.

When intra-frequency cell reselection, or inter-frequency cell reselection when the UE does not need
measurement occasion to perform inter-frequency measurements, occurs the interruption time shall be less
than Tinterrupt1

Tinterrupt1 = TIU+20+TRA ms

where

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

When inter-frequency cell reselection occurs and the UE needs measurement occasions to perform inter-
frequency measurements, the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt2

Tinterrupt2 = TIU+20+TSI+TRA ms

where

TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception
procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.

5.5.2.2.2 FDD-TDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving
cell and the time the UE starts transmit the RRC CELL UPDATE message in the target TDD cell.

When a FDD-TDD cell reselection  occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt, TDD

Tinterrupt,TDD = 100 + TSI+TRA ms

where

TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception
procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.
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5.5.2.2.3 FDD-GSM cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel and the time the
UE starts transmit a RACH in the target GSM cell.

When FDD-GSM cell reselection occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt, GSM

Tinterrupt,GSM = 40 +TBCCH+TRA ms

where

TBCCH  = the maximum time allowed to read BCCH data from the GSM cell [21].

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

5.5.2.3           Measurement and evaluation of cell selection criteria S of serving cell

The S-criteria detection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which leads to that
the cell selection criteria S for serving cell is not fulfilled and the moment in time when the UE detects that
the cell selection criteria S for serving cell is not fulfilled.

The UE shall filter the CPICH Ec/Io and CPICH RSCP measurements used for cell selection criteria S
evaluation of the serving cell over at least 3 measurement periods TMeasurement_Period Intra.

The S-critera detection delay in CELL_FACH state shall be less than:

                           Intra t_PeriodMeasuremencriteria-S T5T ×= ms

where

         TMeasurement_Period Intra             =             Specified in 8.4.2.2.2.
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5.5 Cell Re-selection in CELL_FACH

5.5.1 Introduction

When a Cell Re-selection process is triggered according to TS 25.331, the UE shall evaluate the cell re-
selection criteria specified in TS 25.304, based on radio measurements, and if a better cell is found that cell is
selected.

5.5.2 Requirements

The Cell reselection delays specified below are applicable when the RRC parameter Treselection is set to 0.
Otherwise the Cell reselection delay  is increased Treselection s.

The measurements CPICH Ec/Io and CPICH RSCP shall be used for cell reselection in Cell-FACH state to
another FDD cell, P-CCPCH RSCP shall be used for re-selection to a TDD cell and GSM carrier RSSI shall
be used for cell re-selection to a GSM cell. The accuracies of the measurements used for a cell-reselection in
an AWGN  environment shall comply with the requirements in sectionchapter 9. The measurements used for
S-criteria and cell re-selection evaluation in CELL_FACH shall be performed according to section 8.4.

5.5.2.1 Cell re-selection delay

For  UTRA FDD the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which
will trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the the preambles
on the PRACH for sending RRC CELL UPDATE message to the UTRAN.

For UTRA TDD the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which
will trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the RRC CELL
UPDATE message to the UTRAN.

For GSM the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which will
trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the random access in the
target cell of the new RAT.

5.5.2.1.1 Intra frequency cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a cell in the same frequency shall be less than

RASIIUintra identify,intra ,nreselectio TT20 TTT ++++= ms

where

Tidentify_ intra is specified in 8.4.2.2.1.

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell..

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

If a cell has been detectable at least Tidentify,intra, the cell reselection delay in CELL_FACH state to a cell in the
same frequency shall be less than

RASIIUIntra t_PeriodMeasuremenintra ,nreselectio T T20TTT ++++=  ms

where

TMeasurement_Period Intra = Specified in 8.4.2.2.2.
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These requirements assume radio conditions to be sufficient, so reading of system information can be done
without errors.

5.5.2.1.2 Inter frequency cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a FDD cell on a different frequency shall be less than

RASIIUinter identify,inter n,reselectio TT20TTT ++++=  ms

.where

Tidentify, ,inter is specified in 8.4.2.3.1.

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell..

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

If a cell has been detectable at least Tidentify,inter, the cell reselection delay in CELL_FACH state to a FDD cell
on a different frequency shall be less than

RASIIUintert Measuremeninter ,nreselectio T T20TTT ++++= ms

where

TMeasurement_inter = Specified in 8.4.2.3.2.

These requirements assume radio conditions to be sufficient, so that reading of system information can be
done without errors.

5.5.2.1.3 FDD-TDD cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state in FDD to a TDD cell shall be less than

RASITDD identify,TDD n,reselectio TTTT ++=  ms

where

Tidentify, TDD is specified in 8.4.2.4.1.

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell.

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

This requirement assumes radio conditions to be sufficient, so that reading of system information can be done
without errors.

5.5.2.1.4 UTRAN-GSM Cell Reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a GSM cell shall be less than

RABCCHGSM t,measuremenGSM identify,GSM ,nreselectio T TT  TT +++=  ms

where

Tidentify, GSM is specified in 8.4.2.5.2.1
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TBCCH  = the maximum time allowed to read BCCH data from GSM cell [21].

TRA = the additional delay caused by the random access procedure.
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where:

Ncarriers is the number of GSM carriers in the Inter-RAT cell info list

NGSM carrier RSSI  is specified in 8.4.2.5.1.

5.5.2.2 Interruption time

The requirements on interruption time below is valid when the signal quality of the serving cell is good
enough to allow decoding of the FACH channel during the cell reselection.

5.5.2.2.1 FDD-FDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving
cell and the time the UE starts transmit the preambles on the PRACH for sending the RRC CELL UPDATE
message in the target cell.

When intra-frequency cell reselection, or inter-frequency cell reselection when the UE does not need
measurement occasion to perform inter-frequency measurements, occurs the interruption time shall be less
than Tinterrupt1

Tinterrupt1 = TIU+20+TRA ms

where

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

When inter-frequency cell reselection occurs and the UE needs measurement occasions to perform inter-
frequency measurements, the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt2

Tinterrupt2 = TIU+20+TSI+TRA ms

where

TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception
procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.

5.5.2.2.2 FDD-TDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving
cell and the time the UE starts transmit the RRC CELL UPDATE message in the target TDD cell.

When a FDD-TDD cell reselection  occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt, TDD

Tinterrupt,TDD = 100 + TSI+TRA ms

where

TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception
procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.
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5.5.2.2.3 FDD-GSM cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel and the time the
UE starts transmit a RACH in the target GSM cell.

When FDD-GSM cell reselection occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt, GSM

Tinterrupt,GSM = 40 +TBCCH+TRA ms

where

TBCCH  = the maximum time allowed to read BCCH data from the GSM cell [21].

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

5.5.2.3           Measurement and evaluation of cell selection criteria S of serving cell

The S-criteria detection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which leads to that
the cell selection criteria S for serving cell is not fulfilled and the moment in time when the UE detects that
the cell selection criteria S for serving cell is not fulfilled.

The UE shall filter the CPICH Ec/Io and CPICH RSCP measurements used for cell selection criteria S
evaluation of the serving cell over at least 3 measurement periods TMeasurement_Period Intra.

The S-critera detection delay in CELL_FACH state shall be less than:

                           Intra t_PeriodMeasuremencriteria-S T5T ×= ms

where

         TMeasurement_Period Intra             =             Specified in 8.4.2.2.2.
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introduced a requirement on minimum filtering of the measurements used in the
S-criteria evaluation.
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the S-critera detection time shall not affect the minimum value (except the timer
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5.5 Cell Re-selection in CELL_FACH

5.5.1 Introduction

When a Cell Re-selection process is triggered according to TS 25.331, the UE shall evaluate the cell re-
selection criteria specified in TS 25.304, based on radio measurements, and if a better cell is found that cell is
selected.

5.5.2 Requirements

The Cell reselection delays specified below are applicable when the RRC parameter Treselection is set to 0.
Otherwise the Cell reselection delay  is increased Treselection s.

The measurements CPICH Ec/Io and CPICH RSCP shall be used for cell reselection in Cell-FACH state to
another FDD cell, P-CCPCH RSCP shall be used for re-selection to a TDD cell and GSM carrier RSSI shall
be used for cell re-selection to a GSM cell. The accuracies of the measurements used for a cell-reselection in
an AWGN  environment shall comply with the requirements in sectionchapter 9. The measurements used for
S-criteria and cell re-selection evaluation in CELL_FACH shall be performed according to section 8.4.

5.5.2.1 Cell re-selection delay

For  UTRA FDD the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which
will trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the the preambles
on the PRACH for sending RRC CELL UPDATE message to the UTRAN.

For UTRA TDD the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which
will trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the RRC CELL
UPDATE message to the UTRAN.

For GSM the cell re-selection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which will
trigger Cell Reselection process and the moment in time when the UE starts sending the random access in the
target cell of the new RAT.

5.5.2.1.1 Intra frequency cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a cell in the same frequency shall be less than

RASIIUintra identify,intra ,nreselectio TT20 TTT ++++= ms

where

Tidentify_ intra is specified in 8.4.2.2.1.

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell..

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

If a cell has been detectable at least Tidentify,intra, the cell reselection delay in CELL_FACH state to a cell in the
same frequency shall be less than

RASIIUIntra t_PeriodMeasuremenintra ,nreselectio T T20TTT ++++=  ms

where

TMeasurement_Period Intra = Specified in 8.4.2.2.2.
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These requirements assume radio conditions to be sufficient, so reading of system information can be done
without errors.

5.5.2.1.2 Inter frequency cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a FDD cell on a different frequency shall be less than

RASIIUinter identify,inter n,reselectio TT20TTT ++++=  ms

.where

Tidentify, ,inter is specified in 8.4.2.3.1.

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell..

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

If a cell has been detectable at least Tidentify,inter, the cell reselection delay in CELL_FACH state to a FDD cell
on a different frequency shall be less than

RASIIUintert Measuremeninter ,nreselectio T T20TTT ++++= ms

where

TMeasurement_inter = Specified in 8.4.2.3.2.

These requirements assume radio conditions to be sufficient, so that reading of system information can be
done without errors.

5.5.2.1.3 FDD-TDD cell reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state in FDD to a TDD cell shall be less than

RASITDD identify,TDD n,reselectio TTTT ++=  ms

where

Tidentify, TDD is specified in 8.4.2.4.1.

TSI = The time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the
reception procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331 for
a UTRAN cell.

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

This requirement assumes radio conditions to be sufficient, so that reading of system information can be done
without errors.

5.5.2.1.4 UTRAN-GSM Cell Reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a GSM cell shall be less than

RABCCHGSM t,measuremenGSM identify,GSM ,nreselectio T TT  TT +++=  ms

where

Tidentify, GSM is specified in 8.4.2.5.2.1
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TBCCH  = the maximum time allowed to read BCCH data from GSM cell [21].

TRA = the additional delay caused by the random access procedure.













⋅⋅= msTT
N

N
Max measmeas

RSSIcarrierGSM

carriers 480,*4,8T GSM t,measuremen

where:

Ncarriers is the number of GSM carriers in the Inter-RAT cell info list

NGSM carrier RSSI  is specified in 8.4.2.5.1.

5.5.2.2 Interruption time

The requirements on interruption time below is valid when the signal quality of the serving cell is good
enough to allow decoding of the FACH channel during the cell reselection.

5.5.2.2.1 FDD-FDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving
cell and the time the UE starts transmit the preambles on the PRACH for sending the RRC CELL UPDATE
message in the target cell.

When intra-frequency cell reselection, or inter-frequency cell reselection when the UE does not need
measurement occasion to perform inter-frequency measurements, occurs the interruption time shall be less
than Tinterrupt1

Tinterrupt1 = TIU+20+TRA ms

where

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be
up to one frame (10 ms).

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

When inter-frequency cell reselection occurs and the UE needs measurement occasions to perform inter-
frequency measurements, the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt2

Tinterrupt2 = TIU+20+TSI+TRA ms

where

TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception
procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.

5.5.2.2.2 FDD-TDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving
cell and the time the UE starts transmit the RRC CELL UPDATE message in the target TDD cell.

When a FDD-TDD cell reselection  occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt, TDD

Tinterrupt,TDD = 100 + TSI+TRA ms

where

TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception
procedure and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.
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5.5.2.2.3 FDD-GSM cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel and the time the
UE starts transmit a RACH in the target GSM cell.

When FDD-GSM cell reselection occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt, GSM

Tinterrupt,GSM = 40 +TBCCH+TRA ms

where

TBCCH  = the maximum time allowed to read BCCH data from the GSM cell [21].

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

5.5.2.3           Measurement and evaluation of cell selection criteria S of serving cell

The S-criteria detection delay is defined as the time between the occurrence of an event which leads to that
the cell selection criteria S for serving cell is not fulfilled and the moment in time when the UE detects that
the cell selection criteria S for serving cell is not fulfilled.

The UE shall filter the CPICH Ec/Io and CPICH RSCP measurements used for cell selection criteria S
evaluation of the serving cell over at least 3 measurement periods TMeasurement_Period Intra.

The S-critera detection delay in CELL_FACH state shall be less than:

                           Intra t_PeriodMeasuremencriteria-S T5T ×= ms

where

         TMeasurement_Period Intra             =             Specified in 8.4.2.2.2.
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6.3.2.4 Correct behaviour when reaching maximum transmit power

The UE shall not exceed the maximum allowed UL TX  power configured by the UTRAN.

The absolute power of any preamble shall not exceed the maximum allowed UL TX power with more than
specified in section 6.5. +/-[] dB (or +/- [] dB in extreme conditions).
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6.5 Maximum allowed UL TX Power
UTRAN may limit the power the UE is using on the uplink by setting the maximum allowed UL TX power
IE defined in TS25.331.

For each measurement period, the UE shall with the use of the UE transmitted power measurement, estimate
if it has reached the Maximum allowed UL TX Power or not. With tolerances as defined for the UE
transmitted power measurement accuracy (section 9.1.6.1), the UE output power shall not exceed the
Maximum allowed UL TX Power, as set by the UTRAN.

For UE output powers that are outside the range covered by the UE transmitted power measurement the UE
output power shall not exceed the Maximum allowed UL TX Power with more than the tolerances specified
for the Open loop power control in TS 25.101 section 6.4.1.
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A.6.2.2.4 Correct behaviour when reaching maximum transmit power

The UE shall not exceed the maximum allowed  UL TX power configured by the UTRAN. No ACK/NACK
shall be sent by UTRAN during this test.

The absolute power of any preambles belonging to the first or second preamble cycle shall not exceed 0 dBm
with more than the tolerance given in section 6.5.+/-[] dB (or +/- [] dB in extreme conditions).
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6.3.2.4 Correct behaviour when reaching maximum transmit power

The UE shall not exceed the maximum allowed UL TX  power configured by the UTRAN.

The absolute power of any preamble shall not exceed the maximum allowed UL TX power with more than
specified in section 6.5. +/-[] dB (or +/- [] dB in extreme conditions).
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6.5 Maximum allowed UL TX Power
UTRAN may limit the power the UE is using on the uplink by setting the maximum allowed UL TX power
IE defined in TS25.331.

For each measurement period, the UE shall with the use of the UE transmitted power measurement, estimate
if it has reached the Maximum allowed UL TX Power or not. With tolerances as defined for the UE
transmitted power measurement accuracy (section 9.1.6.1), the UE output power shall not exceed the
Maximum allowed UL TX Power, as set by the UTRAN.

For UE output powers that are outside the range covered by the UE transmitted power measurement the UE
output power shall not exceed the Maximum allowed UL TX Power with more than the tolerances specified
for the Open loop power control in TS 25.101 section 6.4.1.
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A.6.2.2.4 Correct behaviour when reaching maximum transmit power

The UE shall not exceed the maximum allowed  UL TX power configured by the UTRAN. No ACK/NACK
shall be sent by UTRAN during this test.

The absolute power of any preambles belonging to the first or second preamble cycle shall not exceed 0 dBm
with more than the tolerance given in section 6.5.+/-[] dB (or +/- [] dB in extreme conditions).
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6.3.2.4 Correct behaviour when reaching maximum transmit power

The UE shall not exceed the maximum allowed UL TX  power configured by the UTRAN.

The absolute power of any preamble shall not exceed the maximum allowed UL TX power with more than
specified in section 6.5. +/-[] dB (or +/- [] dB in extreme conditions).
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6.5 Maximum allowed UL TX Power
UTRAN may limit the power the UE is using on the uplink by setting the maximum allowed UL TX power
IE defined in TS25.331.

For each measurement period, the UE shall with the use of the UE transmitted power measurement, estimate
if it has reached the Maximum allowed UL TX Power or not. With tolerances as defined for the UE
transmitted power measurement accuracy (section 9.1.6.1), the UE output power shall not exceed the
Maximum allowed UL TX Power, as set by the UTRAN.

For UE output powers that are outside the range covered by the UE transmitted power measurement the UE
output power shall not exceed the Maximum allowed UL TX Power with more than the tolerances specified
for the Open loop power control in TS 25.101 section 6.4.1.
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A.6.2.2.4 Correct behaviour when reaching maximum transmit power

The UE shall not exceed the maximum allowed  UL TX power configured by the UTRAN. No ACK/NACK
shall be sent by UTRAN during this test.

The absolute power of any preambles belonging to the first or second preamble cycle shall not exceed 0 dBm
with more than the tolerance given in section 6.5.+/-[] dB (or +/- [] dB in extreme conditions).
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A.6.1.2 Test Requirements

Test 1

RRC re-establishment delay shall be less than 16730 ms.

The rate of correct RRC re-establishments observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.

Test 2

RRC re-establishment delay shall be less than 39730 ms.

The rate of correct RRC re-establishments observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.
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A.6.1.2 Test Requirements

Test 1

RRC re-establishment delay shall be less than 16730 ms.

The rate of correct RRC re-establishments observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.

Test 2

RRC re-establishment delay shall be less than 39730 ms.

The rate of correct RRC re-establishments observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.
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A.6.1.2 Test Requirements

Test 1

RRC re-establishment delay shall be less than 16730 ms.

The rate of correct RRC re-establishments observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.

Test 2

RRC re-establishment delay shall be less than 39730 ms.

The rate of correct RRC re-establishments observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.
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9.2.3 SIRerror

The measurement period shall be 80 ms.

NOTE: The measurement period is the same as for the SIR measurement in section 98.2.2. SIRerror is
calculated from SIR and SIRtarget, see TS 25.215.

9.2.3.1 Accuracy requirement

Table 9.40

Parameter Accuracy Range

SIRerror ± 3 dB
The accuracy requirement for SIRerror is valid
for SIR within the guaranteed accuarcy
range specified in section 98.2.2.

NOTE: The accuracy requirement for SIRerror is the same as for the SIR measurement specified in
section 98.2.2. SIRerror is calculated from SIR and SIRtarget, see TS 25.215.
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9.2.3 SIRerror

The measurement period shall be 80 ms.

NOTE: The measurement period is the same as for the SIR measurement in section 89.2.2. SIRerror is
calculated from SIR and SIRtarget, see TS 25.215.

9.2.3.1 Accuracy requirement

Table 9.40

Parameter Accuracy Range

SIRerror ± 3 dB
The accuracy requirement for SIRerror is valid
for SIR within the guaranteed accuarcy
range specified in section 89.2.2.

NOTE: The accuracy requirement for SIRerror is the same as for the SIR measurement specified in
section 89.2.2. SIRerror is calculated from SIR and SIRtarget, see TS 25.215.
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9.2.3 SIRerror

The measurement period shall be 80 ms.

NOTE: The measurement period is the same as for the SIR measurement in section 89.2.2. SIRerror is
calculated from SIR and SIRtarget, see TS 25.215.

9.2.3.1 Accuracy requirement

Table 9.40

Parameter Accuracy Range

SIRerror ± 3 dB
The accuracy requirement for SIRerror is valid
for SIR within the guaranteed accuarcy
range specified in section 89.2.2.

NOTE: The accuracy requirement for SIRerror is the same as for the SIR measurement specified in
section 89.2.2. SIRerror is calculated from SIR and SIRtarget, see TS 25.215.
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beginning of that time instance. The general requirements of Section 5.2.2.1 says
as follows " Dhandover equals the RRC procedure delay defined in TS25.331 Section
13.5.2 plus the interruption time stated in section 5.2.2.2."

The section 13.5.1 of TS25.331, which defines RRC procedures delays, says as
follows:

"N1 = upper limit on the time required to execute modifications in UE after the
reception of a UTRAN -> UE message has been completed. Where applicable
(e.g. the physical layer transmission is impacted), the changes shall be adopted in
the beginning of the next TTI starting after N1. N1 is specified as a multiple of 10
ms."

N1 for Physical channel reconfiguration is defined to be 8, which corresponds 80
ms.

2) Tinterrupt2 is corrected to be 100ms in the inter-frequency hard handover test
case.

Page: 1
If inter-frequency hard handover is commanded and the UE needs compressed
mode to perform inter-frequency measurements, the interruption time is required
to be less than Tinterrupt2. In this test case Tinterrupt2 becomes TIU+40+50*1,
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whereTIU =10ms.
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A.5 UTRAN Connected Mode Mobility

A.5.1 FDD/FDD Soft Handover
NOTE: This section is included for consistency with numbering with section 5; currently no test covering

requirements in sections 5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.2 exists.

A.5.2 FDD/FDD Hard Handover

A.5.2.1 Handover to intra-frequency cell

A.5.2.1.1 Test Purpose and Environment

The purpose of this test is to verify the requirement for the hard handover delay in CELL_DCH state in the single
carrier case reported in section 5.2.2.1.

The test parameters are given in Table A.5.0 and A.5.0A below. In the measurement control information it is indicated
to the UE that event-triggered reporting with Event 1A and 1B shall be used, and that CPICH Ec/Io and SFN-CFN
observed timed difference shall be reported together with Event 1A. The test consists of three successive time periods,
with a time duration of T1, T2 and T3 respectively. At the start of time duration T1, the UE may not have any timing
information of cell 2.

UTRAN shall send a Physical Channel reconfiguration with activation time at the beginning of T3 with a new active
cell, cell 2. The Physical Channel reconfiguration message shall be sent to the UE so that the whole message is
available at the UE the RRC procedure delay prior to the beginning of T3. The RRC procedure delay is defined [16].

Table A.5.0: General test parameters for Handover to intra-frequency cell

Parameter Unit Value Comment
DCH parameters DL Reference Measurement

Channel 12.2 kbps
As specified in TS 25.101 section A.3.1

Power Control On
Target quality value on
DTCH

BLER 0.01

Active cell Cell 1Initial
conditions Neighbourin

g cell
Cell 2

Final
condition

Active cell Cell 2

Reporting range dB 3 Applicable for event 1A and 1B
Hysteresis dB 0
W 1 Applicable for event 1A and 1B
Reporting deactivation
threshold

0 Applicable for event 1A

Time to Trigger ms 0
Filter coefficient 0
T1 s 5
T2 s 5
T3 s 5
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Table A.5.0A: Cell specific test parameters for Handover to intra-frequency cell

Cell 1 Cell 2Parameter Unit
T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3

CPICH_Ec/Ior dB -10 -10
PCCPCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
SCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
PICH_Ec/Ior dB -15 -15
DPCH_Ec/Ior dB Note1 Note1 Note1 N/A N/A Note1
OCNS Note2 Note2 Note2 -0.941 -0.941 Note2

ocor IÎ dB 0 6.97 -Infinity 5.97

ocI dBm/
3.84
MHz

-70

CPICH_Ec/Io dB -13 -Infinity -14
Propagation
Condition

AWGN

Note 1: The DPCH level is controlled by the power control loop
Note 2: The power of the OCNS channel that is added shall make the total power from the cell to be equal to Ior .

A.5.2.1.2 Test Requirements

The UE shall start to transmit the UL DPCCH to Cell 2 less than 70 ms from the beginning of time period T3.

The rate of correct handovers observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.

A.5.2.2 Handover to inter-frequency cell

A.5.2.2.1 Test Purpose and Environment

The purpose of this test is to verify the requirement for the hard handover delay in CELL_DCH state in the dual  carrier
case reported in section 5.2.2.1.

The test consists of two successive time periods, with a time duration T1 and T2. The test parameters are given in tables
A.5.0B and A.5.0C below. In the measurement control information it is indicated to the UE that event-triggered
reporting with Event 1A and 2C shall be used. The CPICH Ec/I0 of the best cell on the unused frequency shall be
reported together with Event 2C reporting. At the start of time duration T1, the UE may not have any timing
information of cell 2.

UTRAN shall send a Physical Channel reconfiguration with activation time at beginning of  T2 with one active cell, cell
2. The Physical Channel reconfiguration message shall be sent to the UE so that the whole message is available at the
UE the RRC procedure delay prior to the beginning of T2. The RRC procedure delay is defined [16].
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Table A.5.0B: General test parameters for Handover to inter-frequency cell

Parameter Unit Value Comment
DCH parameters DL Reference Measurement

Channel 12.2 kbps
As specified in TS 25.101 section A.3.1

Power Control On
Target quality value on
DTCH

BLER 0.01

Compressed mode A.22 set 1 As specified in TS 25.101 section A.5.
Active cell Cell 1Initial

conditions Neighbour
cell

Cell 2

Final
conditions

Active cell Cell 2

Threshold non used
frequency

dB -18 Absolute Ec/I0 threshold for event 2C

Reporting range dB 4 Applicable for event 1A
Hysteresis dB 0
W 1 Applicable for event 1A
W non-used frequency 1 Applicable for event 2C
Reporting deactivation
threshold

0 Applicable for event 1A

Time to Trigger ms 0
Filter coefficient 0
T1 s 10
T2 s 5

TableA.5.0C: Cell Specific parameters for Handover to inter-frequency cell

Cell 1 Cell 2Parameter Unit
T1 T2 T1 T2

UTRA RF Channel
Number

Channel 1 Channel 2

CPICH_Ec/Ior dB -10 -10
PCCPCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
SCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
PICH_Ec/Ior dB -15 -15
DPCH_Ec/Ior dB Note1 N/A Note1
OCNS Note 2 -0.941 Note 2

ocor IÎ dB 0 0 -1.8 -1.8

ocI dBm/3.84
MHz -70

CPICH_Ec/Io dB -13 -13 -14 -14
Propagation
Condition

AWGN

Note 1: The DPCH level is controlled by the power control loop
Note 2: The power of the OCNS channel that is added shall make the total power from the cell to

be equal to Ior .

A.5.2.2.2 Test Requirements

The UE shall start to transmit the UL DPCCH to Cell 2 less than 10090 ms from the beginning of time period T2.

The rate of correct handovers observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.
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If UTRAN starts transmitting a Physical channel reconfiguration at the beginning
of a certain time instance, the message is not yet available for the UE at the
beginning of that time instance. The general requirements of Section 5.2.2.1 says
as follows " Dhandover equals the RRC procedure delay defined in TS25.331 Section
13.5.2 plus the interruption time stated in section 5.2.2.2."

The section 13.5.1 of TS25.331, which defines RRC procedures delays, says as
follows:

"N1 = upper limit on the time required to execute modifications in UE after the
reception of a UTRAN -> UE message has been completed. Where applicable
(e.g. the physical layer transmission is impacted), the changes shall be adopted in
the beginning of the next TTI starting after N1. N1 is specified as a multiple of 10
ms."

N1 for Physical channel reconfiguration is defined to be 8, which corresponds 80
ms.

2) Tinterrupt2 is corrected to be 100ms in the inter-frequency hard handover test
case.

Page: 1
If inter-frequency hard handover is commanded and the UE needs compressed
mode to perform inter-frequency measurements, the interruption time is required
to be less than Tinterrupt2. In this test case Tinterrupt2 becomes TIU+40+50*1,
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A.5 UTRAN Connected Mode Mobility

A.5.1 FDD/FDD Soft Handover
NOTE: This section is included for consistency with numbering with section 5; currently no test covering

requirements in sections 5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.2 exists.

A.5.2 FDD/FDD Hard Handover

A.5.2.1 Handover to intra-frequency cell

A.5.2.1.1 Test Purpose and Environment

The purpose of this test is to verify the requirement for the hard handover delay in CELL_DCH state in the single
carrier case reported in section 5.2.2.1.

The test parameters are given in Table A.5.0 and A.5.0A below. In the measurement control information it is indicated
to the UE that event-triggered reporting with Event 1A and 1B shall be used, and that CPICH Ec/Io and SFN-CFN
observed timed difference shall be reported together with Event 1A. The test consists of three successive time periods,
with a time duration of T1, T2 and T3 respectively. At the start of time duration T1, the UE may not have any timing
information of cell 2.

UTRAN shall send a Physical Channel reconfiguration with activation time at the beginning of T3 with a new active
cell, cell 2. The Physical Channel reconfiguration message shall be sent to the UE so that the whole message is
available at the UE the RRC procedure delay prior to the beginning of T3. The RRC procedure delay is defined [16].

Table A.5.0: General test parameters for Handover to intra-frequency cell

Parameter Unit Value Comment
DCH parameters DL Reference Measurement

Channel 12.2 kbps
As specified in TS 25.101 section A.3.1

Power Control On
Target quality value on
DTCH

BLER 0.01

Active cell Cell 1Initial
conditions Neighbourin

g cell
Cell 2

Final
condition

Active cell Cell 2

Reporting range dB 3 Applicable for event 1A and 1B
Hysteresis dB 0
W 1 Applicable for event 1A and 1B
Reporting deactivation
threshold

0 Applicable for event 1A

Time to Trigger ms 0
Filter coefficient 0
T1 s 5
T2 s 5
T3 s 5
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Table A.5.0A: Cell specific test parameters for Handover to intra-frequency cell

Cell 1 Cell 2Parameter Unit
T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3

CPICH_Ec/Ior dB -10 -10
PCCPCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
SCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
PICH_Ec/Ior dB -15 -15
DPCH_Ec/Ior dB Note1 Note1 Note1 N/A N/A Note1
OCNS Note2 Note2 Note2 -0.941 -0.941 Note2

ocor IÎ dB 0 6.97 -Infinity 5.97

ocI dBm/
3.84
MHz

-70

CPICH_Ec/Io dB -13 -Infinity -14
Propagation
Condition

AWGN

Note 1: The DPCH level is controlled by the power control loop
Note 2: The power of the OCNS channel that is added shall make the total power from the cell to be equal to Ior .

A.5.2.1.2 Test Requirements

The UE shall start to transmit the UL DPCCH to Cell 2 less than 70 ms from the beginning of time period T3.

The rate of correct handovers observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.

A.5.2.2 Handover to inter-frequency cell

A.5.2.2.1 Test Purpose and Environment

The purpose of this test is to verify the requirement for the hard handover delay in CELL_DCH state in the dual  carrier
case reported in section 5.2.2.1.

The test consists of two successive time periods, with a time duration T1 and T2. The test parameters are given in tables
A.5.0B and A.5.0C below. In the measurement control information it is indicated to the UE that event-triggered
reporting with Event 1A and 2C shall be used. The CPICH Ec/I0 of the best cell on the unused frequency shall be
reported together with Event 2C reporting. At the start of time duration T1, the UE may not have any timing
information of cell 2.

UTRAN shall send a Physical Channel reconfiguration with activation time at beginning of  T2 with one active cell, cell
2. The Physical Channel reconfiguration message shall be sent to the UE so that the whole message is available at the
UE the RRC procedure delay prior to the beginning of T2. The RRC procedure delay is defined [16].
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Table A.5.0B: General test parameters for Handover to inter-frequency cell

Parameter Unit Value Comment
DCH parameters DL Reference Measurement

Channel 12.2 kbps
As specified in TS 25.101 section A.3.1

Power Control On
Target quality value on
DTCH

BLER 0.01

Compressed mode A.22 set 1 As specified in TS 25.101 section A.5.
Active cell Cell 1Initial

conditions Neighbour
cell

Cell 2

Final
conditions

Active cell Cell 2

Threshold non used
frequency

dB -18 Absolute Ec/I0 threshold for event 2C

Reporting range dB 4 Applicable for event 1A
Hysteresis dB 0
W 1 Applicable for event 1A
W non-used frequency 1 Applicable for event 2C
Reporting deactivation
threshold

0 Applicable for event 1A

Time to Trigger ms 0
Filter coefficient 0
T1 s 10
T2 s 5

TableA.5.0C: Cell Specific parameters for Handover to inter-frequency cell

Cell 1 Cell 2Parameter Unit
T1 T2 T1 T2

UTRA RF Channel
Number

Channel 1 Channel 2

CPICH_Ec/Ior dB -10 -10
PCCPCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
SCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
PICH_Ec/Ior dB -15 -15
DPCH_Ec/Ior dB Note1 N/A Note1
OCNS Note 2 -0.941 Note 2

ocor IÎ dB 0 0 -1.8 -1.8

ocI dBm/3.84
MHz -70

CPICH_Ec/Io dB -13 -13 -14 -14
Propagation
Condition

AWGN

Note 1: The DPCH level is controlled by the power control loop
Note 2: The power of the OCNS channel that is added shall make the total power from the cell to

be equal to Ior .

A.5.2.2.2 Test Requirements

The UE shall start to transmit the UL DPCCH to Cell 2 less than 10090 ms from the beginning of time period T2.

The rate of correct handovers observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.
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A.5 UTRAN Connected Mode Mobility

A.5.1 FDD/FDD Soft Handover
NOTE: This section is included for consistency with numbering with section 5; currently no test covering

requirements in sections 5.1.2.1 and 5.1.2.2 exists.

A.5.2 FDD/FDD Hard Handover

A.5.2.1 Handover to intra-frequency cell

A.5.2.1.1 Test Purpose and Environment

The purpose of this test is to verify the requirement for the hard handover delay in CELL_DCH state in the single
carrier case reported in section 5.2.2.1.

The test parameters are given in Table A.5.0 and A.5.0A below. In the measurement control information it is indicated
to the UE that event-triggered reporting with Event 1A and 1B shall be used, and that CPICH Ec/Io and SFN-CFN
observed timed difference shall be reported together with Event 1A. The test consists of three successive time periods,
with a time duration of T1, T2 and T3 respectively. At the start of time duration T1, the UE may not have any timing
information of cell 2.

UTRAN shall send a Physical Channel reconfiguration with activation time at the beginning of T3 with a new active
cell, cell 2. The Physical Channel reconfiguration message shall be sent to the UE so that the whole message is
available at the UE the RRC procedure delay prior to the beginning of T3. The RRC procedure delay is defined [16].

Table A.5.0: General test parameters for Handover to intra-frequency cell

Parameter Unit Value Comment
DCH parameters DL Reference Measurement

Channel 12.2 kbps
As specified in TS 25.101 section A.3.1

Power Control On
Target quality value on
DTCH

BLER 0.01

Active cell Cell 1Initial
conditions Neighbourin

g cell
Cell 2

Final
condition

Active cell Cell 2

Reporting range dB 3 Applicable for event 1A and 1B
Hysteresis dB 0
W 1 Applicable for event 1A and 1B
Reporting deactivation
threshold

0 Applicable for event 1A

Time to Trigger ms 0
Filter coefficient 0
T1 s 5
T2 s 5
T3 s 5
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Table A.5.0A: Cell specific test parameters for Handover to intra-frequency cell

Cell 1 Cell 2Parameter Unit
T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3

CPICH_Ec/Ior dB -10 -10
PCCPCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
SCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
PICH_Ec/Ior dB -15 -15
DPCH_Ec/Ior dB Note1 Note1 Note1 N/A N/A Note1
OCNS Note2 Note2 Note2 -0.941 -0.941 Note2

ocor IÎ dB 0 6.97 -Infinity 5.97

ocI dBm/
3.84
MHz

-70

CPICH_Ec/Io dB -13 -Infinity -14
Propagation
Condition

AWGN

Note 1: The DPCH level is controlled by the power control loop
Note 2: The power of the OCNS channel that is added shall make the total power from the cell to be equal to Ior .

A.5.2.1.2 Test Requirements

The UE shall start to transmit the UL DPCCH to Cell 2 less than 70 ms from the beginning of time period T3.

The rate of correct handovers observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.

A.5.2.2 Handover to inter-frequency cell

A.5.2.2.1 Test Purpose and Environment

The purpose of this test is to verify the requirement for the hard handover delay in CELL_DCH state in the dual  carrier
case reported in section 5.2.2.1.

The test consists of two successive time periods, with a time duration T1 and T2. The test parameters are given in tables
A.5.0B and A.5.0C below. In the measurement control information it is indicated to the UE that event-triggered
reporting with Event 1A and 2C shall be used. The CPICH Ec/I0 of the best cell on the unused frequency shall be
reported together with Event 2C reporting. At the start of time duration T1, the UE may not have any timing
information of cell 2.

UTRAN shall send a Physical Channel reconfiguration with activation time at beginning of  T2 with one active cell, cell
2. The Physical Channel reconfiguration message shall be sent to the UE so that the whole message is available at the
UE the RRC procedure delay prior to the beginning of T2. The RRC procedure delay is defined [16].
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Table A.5.0B: General test parameters for Handover to inter-frequency cell

Parameter Unit Value Comment
DCH parameters DL Reference Measurement

Channel 12.2 kbps
As specified in TS 25.101 section A.3.1

Power Control On
Target quality value on
DTCH

BLER 0.01

Compressed mode A.22 set 1 As specified in TS 25.101 section A.5.
Active cell Cell 1Initial

conditions Neighbour
cell

Cell 2

Final
conditions

Active cell Cell 2

Threshold non used
frequency

dB -18 Absolute Ec/I0 threshold for event 2C

Reporting range dB 4 Applicable for event 1A
Hysteresis dB 0
W 1 Applicable for event 1A
W non-used frequency 1 Applicable for event 2C
Reporting deactivation
threshold

0 Applicable for event 1A

Time to Trigger ms 0
Filter coefficient 0
T1 s 10
T2 s 5

TableA.5.0C: Cell Specific parameters for Handover to inter-frequency cell

Cell 1 Cell 2Parameter Unit
T1 T2 T1 T2

UTRA RF Channel
Number

Channel 1 Channel 2

CPICH_Ec/Ior dB -10 -10
PCCPCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
SCH_Ec/Ior dB -12 -12
PICH_Ec/Ior dB -15 -15
DPCH_Ec/Ior dB Note1 N/A Note1
OCNS Note 2 -0.941 Note 2

ocor IÎ dB 0 0 -1.8 -1.8

ocI dBm/3.84
MHz -70

CPICH_Ec/Io dB -13 -13 -14 -14
Propagation
Condition

AWGN

Note 1: The DPCH level is controlled by the power control loop
Note 2: The power of the OCNS channel that is added shall make the total power from the cell to

be equal to Ior .

A.5.2.2.2 Test Requirements

The UE shall start to transmit the UL DPCCH to Cell 2 less than 10090 ms from the beginning of time period T2.

The rate of correct handovers observed during repeated tests shall be at least 90%.
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5.5.2.1.4 UTRAN-GSM Cell Reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a GSM cell shall be less than

RABCCHGSM t,measuremenGSM identify,GSM ,nreselectio T TT  TT +++=  ms

where

a)   For UE requiring measurement occasions.

Tidentify, GSM is specified in 8.4.2.5.2.1

TSI = The maximum repetition frequency of all relevant system information blocks that needs to be received by
the UE to camp on a cell.

TBCCH  = is the maximum time allowed to read the BCCH data from a GSM cell [21]













⋅⋅= msTT
N

N
Max measmeas

RSSIcarrierGSM

carriers 480,*4,8T GSM t,measuremen

  where:

            Ncarriers is the number of GSM carriers in the Inter-RAT cell info list

            NGSM carrier RSSI   is specified in 8.4.2.5.1.

b) For UE not requiring measurement occasions

Tidentify, GSM  = 150 ms

GSM t,measuremenT = 480 ms

5.5.2.2 Interruption time

The requirements on interruption time below is valid when the signal quality of the serving cell is good enough to allow
decoding of the FACH channel during the cell reselection.

5.5.2.2.1 FDD-FDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving cell and the
time the UE starts transmit the preambles on the PRACH for sending the RRC CELL UPDATE message in the target
cell.

1)   When intra-frequency cell reselection, or inter-frequency cell reselection when the UE does not need measurement
occasion to perform inter-frequency measurements, occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt1

Tinterrupt1 = TIU+20+TRA ms

where

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be up to one
frame (10 ms).

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

2)   When inter-frequency cell reselection occurs and the UE needs measurement occasions to perform inter-frequency
measurements, the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt2

Tinterrupt2 = TIU+20+TSI+TRA ms

where
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TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception procedure
and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.
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5.5.2.1.4 UTRAN-GSM Cell Reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a GSM cell shall be less than

RABCCHGSM t,measuremenGSM identify,GSM ,nreselectio T TT  TT +++=  ms

where

a)   For UE requiring measurement occasions.

Tidentify, GSM is specified in 8.4.2.5.2.1

TSI = The maximum repetition frequency of all relevant system information blocks that needs to be received by
the UE to camp on a cell.

TBCCH  = is the maximum time allowed to read the BCCH data from a GSM cell [21]













⋅⋅= msTT
N

N
Max measmeas

RSSIcarrierGSM

carriers 480,*4,8T GSM t,measuremen

  where:

            Ncarriers is the number of GSM carriers in the Inter-RAT cell info list

            NGSM carrier RSSI   is specified in 8.4.2.5.1.

b) For UE not requiring measurement occasions

Tidentify, GSM  = 150 ms

GSM t,measuremenT = 480 ms

5.5.2.2 Interruption time

The requirements on interruption time below is valid when the signal quality of the serving cell is good enough to allow
decoding of the FACH channel during the cell reselection.

5.5.2.2.1 FDD-FDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving cell and the
time the UE starts transmit the preambles on the PRACH for sending the RRC CELL UPDATE message in the target
cell.

1)   When intra-frequency cell reselection, or inter-frequency cell reselection when the UE does not need measurement
occasion to perform inter-frequency measurements, occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt1

Tinterrupt1 = TIU+20+TRA ms

where

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be up to one
frame (10 ms).

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

2)   When inter-frequency cell reselection occurs and the UE needs measurement occasions to perform inter-frequency
measurements, the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt2

Tinterrupt2 = TIU+20+TSI+TRA ms

where
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TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception procedure
and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.
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5.5.2.1.4 UTRAN-GSM Cell Reselection

The cell re-selection delay in CELL_FACH state to a GSM cell shall be less than

RABCCHGSM t,measuremenGSM identify,GSM ,nreselectio T TT  TT +++=  ms

where

a)   For UE requiring measurement occasions.

Tidentify, GSM is specified in 8.4.2.5.2.1

TSI = The maximum repetition frequency of all relevant system information blocks that needs to be received by
the UE to camp on a cell.

TBCCH  = is the maximum time allowed to read the BCCH data from a GSM cell [21]













⋅⋅= msTT
N

N
Max measmeas

RSSIcarrierGSM

carriers 480,*4,8T GSM t,measuremen

  where:

            Ncarriers is the number of GSM carriers in the Inter-RAT cell info list

            NGSM carrier RSSI   is specified in 8.4.2.5.1.

b) For UE not requiring measurement occasions

Tidentify, GSM  = 150 ms

GSM t,measuremenT = 480 ms

5.5.2.2 Interruption time

The requirements on interruption time below is valid when the signal quality of the serving cell is good enough to allow
decoding of the FACH channel during the cell reselection.

5.5.2.2.1 FDD-FDD cell reselection

The interruption time, i.e. the time between the last TTI the UE monitors the FACH channel on the serving cell and the
time the UE starts transmit the preambles on the PRACH for sending the RRC CELL UPDATE message in the target
cell.

1)   When intra-frequency cell reselection, or inter-frequency cell reselection when the UE does not need measurement
occasion to perform inter-frequency measurements, occurs the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt1

Tinterrupt1 = TIU+20+TRA ms

where

TIU is the interruption uncertainty when changing the timing from the old to the new cell. TIU can be up to one
frame (10 ms).

TRA = The additional delay caused by the random access procedure.

2)   When inter-frequency cell reselection occurs and the UE needs measurement occasions to perform inter-frequency
measurements, the interruption time shall be less than Tinterrupt2

Tinterrupt2 = TIU+20+TSI+TRA ms

where
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TSI= the time required for receiving all the relevant system information data according to the reception procedure
and the RRC procedure delay of system information blocks defined in 25.331.
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